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Residential HST Credit and Rebate Program Notice for Propane Customers – As announced 
in the Government of British Columbia’s Budget Update 2009, the government is providing a provincially 
administered rebate of the British Columbia component of the harmonized sales tax (HST) on residential 
energy. With the implementation of HST beginning July 1/10, purchasers of energy products purchased for 
residential use in a residential dwelling, and on which HST applies, will be eligible for the credit or rebate of the 
provincial component of the HST under the Residential Energy Credit and Rebate Program.   

Propane usage is eligible for the Residential Energy Credit and Rebate program for qualified properties and the 
credit will appear on  the Utilities’ August 13/10 invoices which will charge for July usage.  More information 
on the Residential Energy Credit and Rebate Program for consumers can be found at 
http://www.sbr.gov.bc.ca/documents_library/notices/HST_Notice_010.pdf (including which properties are 
considered eligible for this rebate).   You can also visit www.cra-arc.gc.ca/gncy/hrmnztn/bc/menu-eng.html.   

Water Awareness at Home – Over the past year, the Utility has noticed a number of homes with very 
high water usage during our monthly meter reading.  When we find this high usage, we contact 
the owner or property manager and make them aware of it.  In the past 3 cases, the high water 
usage was due to leaking toilets (the stopper not seating properly).  The usage for these three 
properties with leaky toilets was over 350 cubic meters.  In each case, the Utility was able to 
confirm that the leaks were in fact due to a problem with the toilet and the customer was billed 
for the water used and the wastewater treated.   

While we try and catch high usage incidents, if the usage is around the threshold for normal usage, we might not 
catch any unusual usage until the next month’s meter reading.  It is a real shock for homeowners to suddenly get 
a bill that can be 10 to 50 times the normal amount.  To treat everyone fairly, the Utility will not reduce the 
water and sewer costs charged in such cases as to do so would be to effectively shift the cost to all customers 
from those that incurred the abnormal usage. 

If possible, the Utility strongly recommends for those homes that are not going to be occupied for extended 
periods of time that the water be shut off at the MAIN SHUT OFF VALVE (the tap or valve 
where the water pipes enter the home).  Every person in the household should know where to turn 
off the water in case of emergency.  In case of an extensive burst pipe in the house, fast action by 
someone who knows where the MAIN SHUT OFF VALVE is located may prevent excessive 
damage.   This valve should also be exercised (turned on and off) at least once a year to ensure 
that it works.  If it doesn’t work, it should be repaired as soon as possible.  You never know when 

you might need it. 

Composting Project – As part of Sun Peaks Utilities commitment to environmental sustainability, we will 
be submitting an application under the Provincial Government’s Organic Matter Recycling Regulations 
(OMMR) to start a composting project at the Wastewater Treatment Facility.  The process is slated to produce a 
Class A Biosolids similar to products like Ogogrow© that is safe for public use in gardens, landscaping, 
playgrounds, etc. We will be using the dewatered Biosolids and woodchips for the first phase of the process.  
However, the application will allow for other organics to be composted in the future. For more information on 
the provincial government regulations, visit http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/epd/codes/omr/index.htm.  A full copy of 
our application will be available on the Utilities web site at www.sunpeaksutilities.com once it is submitted to 
the Ministry of the Environment for review and comment.  We will keep you updated on the application process 
as we move forward.   

Should you have any questions on these or any other utility matters, please contact us at 
info@sunpeaksutilities.com or call the office at 250-578-5490. 
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